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Abstract 
One folds lengthwise a strip of paper in p > 2 equal parts several times on itself (all folds 
being parallel). After unfolding, one obtains a sequence of “valley” and “ridge” folds. If one 
codes these folds over a two-letter alphabet, one obtains a p-paperfolding word associated with 
the sequence of p-folding instructions. A p-paperfolding sequence is an infinite p-paperfolding 
word. This paper is devoted to the effective construction of p-uniform tag systems which 
generate every p-paperfolding sequence associated with ultimately periodic sequence of 
p-(un)folding instructions. 
Keywords: Automata; Automatic sequence 
1. Introduction 
One folds lengthwise a strip of paper in p > 2 equal parts several times on itself (all 
folds being parallel). After unfolding, one obtains a sequence of “valley” and “ridge” 
folds. In particular, if one represents the “valley” folds (resp. the “ridge” folds) by 
moving left (resp. right), one obtains the classic dragon curues (see [14-161). If one 
codes these folds over a two-letter alphabet, one obtains a p-paperfolding word 
associated with the sequence of p-folding instructions. A p-paperfolding sequence is an 
infinite p-paperfolding word and, as in [15], we say that it is associated with 
a sequence of p-unfolding instructions. 
For p = 2, these sequences had been widely studied (see for instance 
[2,4-7, 15, l&20,22] and [l] for an extensive bibliography on this subject). The case 
p 2 3 has been less studied. Davis and Knuth [14] define the ternavyfildings and their 
associated tev-dragon curves. Dekking et al. [ 151 generate dragon curues derived from 
the iterated p-foldings (where one always executes the same sequence of p-folding 
instructions). Razafy Andriamampianina [23-251 shows that these sequences as well 
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as polynomial subsequences are p-automatic. Koskas [ 171 defines the p-paperfolding 
sequences as Toeplitz sequences and computes their complexity functions. 
It is well-known that ultimately periodic sequences can be generated by (finite) 
automata. Cobham in [13] characterizes the set of sequences than can be generated by 
uniform tag system (note that this set strictly contains the set of non-ultimately 
periodic sequences). Roughly speaking, a (uniform) tag system is the application of 
a coding to an infinite word generated by infinite iteration of a morphism (uniform if 
the images of the letters have all the same length). 
Up to now, only the 2-paperfolding sequences have been generated by 2-uniform 
tag system (see [l, 151 for the iterated sequences and [7] for the general case). This 
paper gives a universal construction for all p-paperfolding sequences. For a fixed 
integer p 3 2, we introduce a unique infinite word (called the p-Toeplitz word) over an 
infinite set which, though it is not ultimately periodic, is generated by iterated 
morphism. More precisely, the p-Toeplitz word is generated by an infinite iteration of 
a K-uniform morphism if and only if IC = p”, v > 0 (this is our Theorem 1). A specific 
coding of the p-Toeplitz word provides all p-paperfolding sequences. But this process 
of generation is not a tag system because the p-Toeplitz word is defined over an 
infinite set. In fact, as in the case where p = 2 (see [ 1,7,20]), only a particular class of 
p-paperfolding sequences are p-automatic (i.e., generated by a p-uniform tag 
system). Namely, it is easy to deduce from the very definition of p-paperfolding (this 
can also be read in [20]) that: “a p-paperfolding sequence is p-automatic tfand only if 
the associated sequence of p-unfolding instructions is ultimately periodic”. So, we 
characterize the p-paperfolding sequences associated with an ultimately periodic 
sequence of p-unfolding instructions and we explain how to construct effectively 
a family of p-uniform tag systems which generate all automatic p-paperfolding se- 
quences (this is our Theorem 2). 
2. Definitions and notations 
Let A be a finite set called an alphabet. The elements of A are letters and 
finite strings over A are words. A* is the semi-group generated by A with the 
concatenation (the identity element is the empty word E) and A+ = A*\ {E}. For 
a word w over A, IwI denotes its length, i.e., the number of letters of this word (in 
particular, 1 E 1 = 0). 
Every function x : /V \{ 0} + A is called an infinite word over A and denoted by 
x = (x(n)), z I where x(n) is the letter of index n in x. A” is the set of infinite words over 
A and A” = A* uA”. Sometimes, for convenience, we consider an infinite word x as 
an application x: N + A. In this case x = (x(n)),, >a. 
For x E A” and d E FV \{ 0}, the prefix of length d of x will be denoted by 
x[d] =x(1)x(2) . . . x(d) ifx = (x(n)),,,. 
A word u E A* is a proper prefix of w E A* if there exists v E A+ such that w = uv. 
Let (4, a 1 be a sequence of words over A such that, for all n 3 1, w, is a proper prefix 
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of M’, + 1 Then for the topology on A* of which A” = A* WA” is the completion, one 
can define an infinite word by w[n] = w, for all y1 > 1. In this case, we will write 
w = lim n-r, w,. In fact, only this topology makes A” a topological monoid (see [lo] 
for a survey on topologies over A”). 
A sequence x = (-u(r)), a 1 is said to be ultimately periodic if there exist two words 
u E A* and z! E A+ such that x = uvw (v” denote the infinite repetition of word v). 
Let A be a finite or infinite set of letters. A morphism (I: A* + A* (i.e., a map such 
that ‘VU, 2: E A*, O(uv) = Q(u)(!)(v)) is expansiue on a E A if 3\~ E A+ such that 0(a) = IIM’. 
A morphism (I: A* + A* is nonerasing if Vu E A, 0(a) # E. A morphism 0: A* + A* is 
p-uniform (p > 0) if Vu E A, 1 Q(a)1 = p. If p = 1,8 is called a literal morphism. Note that 
a p-uniform morphism is nonerasing. 
Now we put, for all integer n 2 0, 
0” = 
the identity if n = 0 
&P’le if n > 0. 
If (3 is a morphism nonerasing and expansive on a E A then, for all integer n > 0, 
O”(a) is a proper prefix of on+ i(a). In this case, there exists x E A” defined, for n E FV, by 
“x[d] = H”(a) for d = 1 Q”(a)l and x = lim,,, H”(a) = P’(u)” and we say that x is 
morphic qf base Q (resp. p-morphic of‘ base 0 if 0 is p-uniform, with p 3 2 using the 
definition of expansive morphism). It is obvious that x is also p”-morphic of base 0“ 
with v > 0 (see “speed up” in [21,26]). Note that the term “morphic” is commonly 
used in more general acceptation (see, e.g., [9]). 
Of course, it is not always possible to generate an infinite word by iterat- 
ing a morphism (see [S] for an example of such a word). But for the study of infinite 
words, it is often useful to be able to generate them automatically. Such an auto- 
matic process to generate infinite words was developed by Cobham in [13]: let 
A, B be alphabets, 8 : A* + A* a morphism (resp. a p-uniform morphism) expansive on 
UEA and q:A* +B* a literal morphism. Then 3 = (A, u, 0, B, q) is called a flr~ 
system (resp. p-uniform tug system). If 3 is a p-uniform tag system, then the infinite 
word O”(u) is p-morphic of base 8 and the infinite word ~[fP(a)] is said to be 
p-automatic. 
Now, we introduce some notation. With every integer r > 0, we associate 
two letters denoted by r and r (by abuse of notation). Note that r # f. This allows 
us to build an infinite ordered set Z:uc where C = {r, r E N ‘\ {O), ) and 
~=(F,r~FU\(O}~. 
Again by abuse of notation, we shall denote for all r E Cut 
i 
i+lEZ 
r+l= _ 
if r=iEC, 
z+lEE if r=iEE. 
In other words, r + 1 is the successor of r in the ordered set C if r E C (resp. in the 
ordered set 2 if r E c). 
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For all r E CUE u(.z}, we define r the video of r by 
E= E, 
i 
IEC 
r= 
if r=iEC, 
iEC if r=iE.Z’. 
For all word w E (CUE)*, we define wR the reversal word of w by 
i 
ER = E, 
(wr)R = rwR for all r in ZuZ. 
For all w E (CUE)*, WR is called the video-reversal word of w. 
Fact. For all words v, w E (CUE)*, 
WR = W if 1 WI = 1, (W”)” = w and (73~)” = WRVR. 
3. p-paperfolding sequences and p-Toeplitz word 
3. I. The p-paperfolding sequences 
Given a strip of paper. 
- First step: We fold it lengthwise in p 3 2 equal parts, putting each (i + 1)th part 
(1 < i < p) either over or under the ith part. 
_ Second step: We again fold the folded strip as above, the new folds being parallel 
to the first ones. For this second folding there are also 2p-’ possible ways of 
folding. 
~ And so on . . . 
Unfolding this folded strip of paper such that the folds form an angle, we obtain 
a sequence of “valley” and “ridge” folds. If we code these folds over the two-letter 
alphabet (a, a>, we obtain a word called p-paperfolding word. A p-paperfolding 
sequence is an infinite p-paperfolding word. 
A recursive definition of p-paperfolding sequences (see for example [S, 73 if p = 2) 
can be obtained from the following remarks: 
(i) Ail integers r > 0 have a unique expansion in base p > 2 (also called base-p- 
representation) as follows: there exists a unique 3-uplet of integers (s,j, k) where s 3 0, 
j 2 0 and 1 d k < p, such that r = p”(pj + k) (note that the integer s > 0 is called in 
[6] valuation p-adic of positive integer r). 
(ii) The folds (coming from the same step of folding) of two consecutive parts of 
strip folded as above, are associated in twos, the second being “valley” if the first is 
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“ridge” (and vice versa) in the following way: 
I lb’ part I 2”d part I 3’d part I 
PP4P 
4p-1 
4p-2 
3p+2 
3pt 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 2 p-2 p-l p p+l pt2 2p-2 2p-1 2p 2p+l 2pt2 3p-2 3p-1 3p 
’ 11 t (2p-3)p 
I (2P-l)P 
If w(r) is the fold of index r, then, writing r = p”(pj + k) for all integers s,j > 0 and 
1 d k < p, we have: w(p”(pj + k)) = w(p”(p(j + 1) + p - k)). 
Definition 1. Let p 3 2. The sequence w = (W(Y)), a 1 over {u, ii> is a p-pape~fidding 
sequence if for all s, j E N and 1 6 k < p, we have 
w(P”(P~ + 4) = 
w(p”k) if j is even, 
w(p”(p - k)) otherwise. 
Example. w = (w(r)), a 1 is a 3-paperfolding sequence if 
w(3j + 1) = w(l), w(3j + 2) = w(2), 
for j even 
w(3(3j + 1)) = w(3), w(3(3j + 2)) = w(6), 
w(3’(3j + 1)) = w(9), w(3’(3j + 2)) = w(18), 
and so on 
for j odd 
w(3j + 1) = w(2), w(3j + 2) = w(l), 
w(3(3j + 1)) = w(6), w(3(3j + 2)) = w(3), 
w(3’(3j + 1)) = w(18), w(32(3j + 2)) = w(9), 
and so on. 
Definition 1 shows that any p-paperfolding sequence w = (w(r)),. a1 is entirely 
determined by the subsequences: (w(k))l Gk<p,(w(pk)), Gk<p, ,(w(p”k))l gkip, . . 
Also, in the sequel, we use the following notations. 
For p 3 2 fixed, let (fP,S)S~O be a sequence where each fP,S is any word of length 
(p - 1) over the alphabet {a,~?}. Obviously, there is an infinite number of such 
sequences. 
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In what follows, we consider one of these sequences and we denote it f,. Thus, for 
any integer 1 < k < p, f,,,(k) denotes the letter of index k + s( p - 1) off,. In other 
words, if p 2 2 fixed, every integer r > 0 has a unique decomposition: Y = k + s(p - 1) 
where s E N and 1 < k < p. This leads to define the morphism &:(C UC)* + 
(CUE)* by A,(r) = Y + p - 1; hence A;(r) = r + s(p - 1) for s > 0. With these nota- 
tions, of course, f,,,(k) = f,(A”,(k)). 
We then state the following obvious characterization: 
Lemma 1. Let p 3 2 and letfp = (f,,J, 20 be a sequence of words of length (p - 1) over 
{a, a}. The sequence w = (w(r)), a 1 defined for all s, j > 0 and 1 d k < p, by 
w(p”(pj + k)) = 
f,,s(k) if j is even, 
f,,,(p - k) otherwise 
is a p-paperfolding sequence. 
The words fP,S are called p-unfolding instructions and the sequence w as defined is 
called p-paperfolding sequence associated with sequence of p-unfolding instructions f,. 
Remark. (1) If all the instructions fP,S are identical, the associated p-paperfolding 
sequence is said iterated and as in [23], it is defined for 1 6 k < p and j E N by 
[ 
w(P(Pj + k)) = 
w(k) if j is even, 
w(p - k) otherwise, 
I w(pr) = w(r) for r > 0. 
Consequently, every iterated p-paperfolding sequence is entirely defined by the finite 
sequence: (w(l), w(2), . . . , w(p - 1)). 
(2) The other definitions of p-paperfolding sequences are available (see e.g., 
[17,25]). But the effective construction of our tag systems requires the relation of 
Lemma 1 between the letters of w and these of the sth instruction fP,S (see 4.2 below). 
Hence, we define any p-paperfolding sequence by an infinity of words of length p - 1: 
fp.0 = w(l)w(2) .‘. W(P - l)?f,,l = W(P)W(2P) “. W((P - l)P), ... ,f,,S = W(PW2PS), ... , 
N(P - l)P”), ... and not as in [25], by the p - 1 (infinite) subsequences: (w(P”))~ 3 0 = 
W(l)W(P) ... W(P”) ‘.. ,(W(2P”)),,o = w (2M2P) “’ W(2P”) “’ 2 (W((P - l)P”))s, 0 = 
W(P - lbd(P - VP) ‘. . W((P - l)P”) “’ 
(3) The p-paperfolding sequence associated with f, can be considered as an infinite 
word over the infinite set: ((f,,,(k)), ~k<p)s~Ou((.fp,s(k))l Gk<p)sao. 
But in order to simplify, we will associate each letter f,,,(k) to an element of 
C = { 1,2,3, . . . } and each letter f,,,(k) to an element of C = (i, 2,3, . . . } as follows: 
Definition 2. Let p 3 2 and let fP = (f,,& b 0 be a sequence of words of length (p - 1) 
over {a, a}. The morphism os: (Cut)* -+ {~,a}* defined by 
CAr) = fp (4, 
M) =f,(r) 
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is called the morphism associated with f,. In particular, we will use the relation: 
c~J,?“,(k)) =,f,,,(k) for s 3 0 and 1 6 k < p. 
3.2. The p-Toeplitz word TP 
Now we prove that there exists an infinite word ov”er Z UC (called the p-Toeplitz word) 
whose image by crf is the p-paperfolding sequence associated with f,. 
Definition 3. Let p 3 2. The word TP = (T(r)), a I over CUE is called the p-Toeplitz word 
if for all integers s,j 3 0 and 1 < k < p, we have 
TW(pj + 4) = 
3,;(k) if j is even, 
j.“,(p - k) otherwise. 
This definition shows that the p-Toeplitz word is just the paperfolding se- 
quence over the alphabet Zux associated to the p-unfolding instructions i”,. So, we 
could define p-paperfolding sequences over the alphabet ((,f,,,(k)), Gk<p)s aO u 
((.f,.Ak)) 1 c k < p)s a o, but we chose to use the more general notion of Toeplitz sequence (see 
C4,251). 
An immediate consequence of Definitions 2 and 3 is the following character- 
ization. 
Proposition 1. Let p 3 2 and letfp = (fP,S)S z ,, b e a sequence of words qf length (p - 1) otler 
{a, a}. Then the,following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) the sequence w is the p-paperfolding sequence associated with f,; 
(ii) there exists a morphism CJ~ such that w = ?JT,). 
D. Razafy Andriamampianina in [25] shows that any p-paperfolding sequence 
is a Toeplitz sequence but we here prefer to distinguish the properties of the 
word defined over the infinite set ZuC from its coding over the two-letter alphabet 
{U,Ui. 
The characterization of the p-Toeplitz word as limit requires the following 
definition. 
Definition 4. Let (t,,,), a 1 be the sequence of words over CUE such that t p.1 = 12 . (P - 1) = @,O(k)), <k<pr 
for n 3 1, tp.n+l = tp,nJ.;(l)tp,nRA;(2) . . $Jp - l)&, 
if p is even; 
otherwise. 
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Examples. For p odd 
r 
t3,1 = 12, 
t 3,2 = 12321412, 
123zi4125 
--- --- 
t 3,3 = 214123216 12321412, 
t 3,4 = 123zi4125 
--- --- 
214123216 123214127 
--- --__ 
214123216 123214125 214123218 
123214125 214123216 12321412, 
, and so on. 
For p even t 4,1 = 123, - - 
t 4,2 = 123432151236321, 
- - 
t 4,3 = 1234321512363217 236321512343218 236321512343219 23632151234321; 
and so on . . . 
Proposition 2. Let p 3 2 and Tp the p-Toeplitz word. Then Tp = lim,,, t,,,. 
4. Main results 
In the sequel, if no confusion is possible, we will denote A, by 1 and t,,, by t,. 
4.1. The generic@ of the p-Toeplitz word Tp 
We first define an another (abuse of) notation: for all r E CUE, we note 
l<r<m instead of rE(1,1+1,..., m}u{1,1+1,..., fi}, 
r > m instead of r E {m + 1,m + 2, . . . }u{m + l,m + 2, . . . }. 
Definition 5. Let p 3 2 and let h,: (CuC)* -t(Cuc)* be the morphism which is 
p-uniform and expansive on the letter 1 and defined 
for p odd, by: 
h,(r) = t,Q) if r is odd, 
tl RA(r) otherwise, 
for p even, by: 
h,(r) = kncr) if r is odd and r < p, 
tl RA(r) otherwise. 
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We are ready to state our first result: 
Theorem 1. Let p 3 2. 
(1) The p-Toeplitz word TP is p-morphic of base h,, i.e., TP = h;(l). 
(2) Furthermore, if T, is K--morphic qf base h, then there exists an integer 11 > 0 such 
thut K = pl‘ and, in this case, h, = (h,)“. 
Condition 2 is based on the following result which is interesting in itself. 
Proposition 3. Let p 3 2. The p-Toeplitz word is not ultimately periodic. 
4.2. The p-automaticity of p-paperfolding sequences 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and Condition 1 of Theorem 1 is that 
each p-paperfolding sequence (they are uncountably many) is image by a literal 
morphism of a p-morphic word of base h,; more precisely, we have w = (TI.[h;( l)]. 
However, this does not imply that all p-paperfolding sequences are p-automatic 
because this process of generation is not a tag system since the morphism h, is defined 
over an infinite set. In fact, as in the case p = 2, using a famous theorem of Cobham 
[ 133, it follows: 
Proposition 4. Let p 3 2. A p-paperfolding sequence is p-automatic if and only if it is 
ussociated with an ultimately periodic sequence qf p-unfolding instructions. 
It seems that this well-known property has been apparently never written down 
until the paper of Mend& France and Shallit [20] has been published. Note that 
Razafy Andriamampianina in [23] only gives the automaticity for the iterated 
p-paperfolding sequences. 
As a consequence of Proposition 4, we will only work in what follows with those of 
p-paperfolding sequences which are associated with an ultimately periodic sequence of 
p-unfolding instructions. This implies that we consider particular cases of general 
Definition 1 and, thus, of Proposition 1 (see Definition 1’ and Proposition 1‘ below). 
For a given pair of integers i, 5 > 0, letfp, i.r = .f,, 0 . fp.i-1t.fi.i ... fp,i+z-llw bean 
ultimately periodic sequence of words of length (p - 1) over {a, 51 and let CT,,, i r be its 
associated morphism (see Definition 2). 
Of course, each p-paperfolding sequence associated with f,, i, T is entirely determined 
by the (i + of) subsequences of p-unfolding instructions: 
fp 0 = (w(k)) 3 1 <k<p,fp,l = (4Pk)) f’ - (w(pi+‘p’k)), <k<,, I skXp> ... >, p,r+r-1 - 
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Note that if p is odd, we can define the sequencef,, i,r with i = 0. But we have chosen 
i # 0 since every periodic sequence can be written as an ultimately periodic sequence: 
for instance, (f p,o ‘.‘fp,r-lY =fa,o(fp.1 ... f,,T-lf,,oY. 
In other respects, since fP,S+KT = f,,s for i < s < i + z and K > 0, then: ~P,i,r is 
defined over the alphabet (1, . . . ,(i + z)(p - l)} u{i, . . . ,(i + ~)(p - l)} (that we de- 
note CP,i,ruzp,i,r); op,i,r(T(pS+Kr(pj + k))) = a,,i,,(T(pYpj + k))) for j 2 0 and 
ldk<p. 
Consequently, we have the particular case of Definition 1. 
Definition 1’. The p-paperfolding sequence associated with the ultimately 
periodic sequence of p-unfolding instructions, fp,i,r is defined for all j > 0 and 
l<k<pby 
w(P”(pj + k)) = 
f,,sW if j is even, 
f&p - k) otherwise, for ” ’ < i + ” 
w(p”‘“‘(pj + k)) = w(p”(pj + k)) for i d s < i + z and K > 0. 
Now, as in Section 3.2, we search for an infinite word such that its image by crp, i,r is 
the p-paperfolding associated with fp,i,r. But here, this word must be defined over the 
alphabet CP,i,r~Cp,i,r. 
We first define the following morphism. 
Definition 6. Let p : (CUE)* -+ (C p,i,r~Ep,i,r)* be the morphism such that 
p(r) = r for r E Cp,i,ruCp,i,r, 
p(r - z(p - 1)) otherwise. 
We then have the following particular case of Proposition 1. 
Proposition 1’ Let p 3 2. For a given pair of integers i, z > 0, let fp,i,r = 
Pi “: 
f,, i_ 1 (f,, i . . . f,, i+ I- l)w be an ultimately periodic sequence over {a, 51. Then the 
0 owmg assertions are equivalent: 
(i) the sequence w is the p-paperfolding sequence associated with fp,i,r, 
(ii) there exists a morphism cp,i,* such that w = ~~,i,~[ p(T,)]. 
Note that for a given pair of integers i, z > 0, p(T,) generates 2(p-1’(i+r) different 
p-paperfolding sequences (which is the number of p-automatic p’-paperfolding se- 
quences). 
Now, we describe the tag system which generates the word G~,~,~[~(T~)]. 
We first define a “restriction” of h, over (~p,i,ruCp,i,t)*. 
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Definition 7. Let hp,i,r : (~p,i,ru~‘p,i,r )* + (Zp.i,r uCp,i,r)* be the morphism defined 
by: 
For p odd, 
h,,i,,(T) = hp(Y) = 
1 
tlA(y) 
if r is odd and ~EC~,~,~_~V~~,~.~_~, 
qRA(r) if r is even and TEC~,~.~_~VC,,~,~_~~ 
hp,i,,(31i+‘-’ 
if k is odd and 1 < k -=c p, 
tlRAc(k) if k is even and 1 < k < p, 
For p even, 
h,,j,,(r) = h,(r) = fjn(r) 
if r is odd and r < p, 
tIR;2-(r) if P is even or p < r -=c (i + z - l)(p - l), 
hp,i,T(ii+r-l (k)) = qRii(k) for 1 < k < p. 
Example. For p odd: 
h3,1.3(1) = h3,1,3(7) = 123: h3,1,3(2) = h3,1,3(8) = 214; 
hx1.30) = h3 ,J) = 123; h 3.1.3(2) = h3,1,3(8) = 214; 
IQ~.~(~) = 125; h,,,,,(4) = 216; h3,&5) = 127; /23,1,X(6) = ?iS; 
--- 
h3,1,3(3) = 125; h3,1,3(4) = 216; h3,&5) = 127; !I~,~,~@) = 218. 
For p even: 
--- 
/+4,1.3(l) = 1234; h4.1,3(2) = 3215; h,,,,,(3) = 1236; 
---- 
h4,1,3(i) = 1234; h4,1,3(?) = 3215; h4,1,3(3) = 1236; 
--- --- --- 
hq, 1-S(4) = 3217; hq, &) = 3218; ha, 1,3(6) = 3219; 
ha. &a) = 3217; h4,1,3(5) = 3218; 
---- 
h+ 1,3(G) = 3219; 
--- -__ -__ 
h4.,,d7) = 321(10); h4,1,2(8) = 321(11); h4,d9) = 321(12); 
---- 
h 4q1.3(7) = 32110; h4,1,3(8) = 32111; h4,1,3(g) = 32112; 
-__ --- 
&&lo) = 3214; h4.1,3(11) = 3215; h4.1.3(12) = 3216; 
---- 
/~~,~,~(10) = 3214; h, 1 ,(ll) = 3215; h4.,,j(i?) = 3216. . 3. 
We then establish that p(T,) is p-morphic of base hp,i,r using the following relations 
between the morphism h, and hp,i,r. 
Lemma 2. (1) For ~11 r E CUE, hp,i,sa p(r) = p 3 hp(r); 
(2) .for d ~1 E N\(O), hjt,dl) = P[I&U)I; 
(3) h;,i.,(l) = PP;U)I. 
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In other words, the word hz,i,r(l) is obtained from the word h,“(l) by replacing 
1 
Ai+z(k),ni+zr(k), . . . ,/Zi+K7(k), . . . by N4 
for 1 d k <p 
ii+T+‘(k),Ai+2’+‘(k), . . . ,,?+‘=+l(k), . . . by Ai+‘( 
. . . 
~i+2r-‘(k),~‘+3T-‘(k), ... Ji+(K+l)T-l(k), .., by J_i+‘-l(k), 
We are now ready to state our second main result. 
Theorem 2. Let p 3 2. For each pair of integers i, z > 0, the p-uniform tag system 
Ji,r(fp,i,r) = (Cp,i,ruCp,i,r2 1, hr,i,r, {a,a>, or,i,r) generates the p-paperfolding se- 
quence associated with the ultimately periodic sequence of p-unfolding instructions 
fp,i,r =fp.O . . . fr, i - 1 ( f,, i . . . f,, i + I - I)~. Conversely, every p-automatic p-paperfolding 
sequence is generated by such a p-uniform tag system. 
5. Proofs 
The proof of Proposition 2 use the following technical result. 
Lemma 3. Vn E N, 
$ p is even, 
otherwise. 
This is an easy consequence of Fact. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2. We prove, by induction, that (T(r)), Gk<pn = t, for all n > 1. If 
n = 1, we have (T(r)), Gk<p = tI, since r = p”(p x 0 + r) and A0 is the identity mor- 
phism. 
Suppose that for n > 2 and for 1 d CI < p”, we have T(E) = t,,(x). 
We first have T(kp”) = A”(k) since, on the one hand, kp” = p”(p x 0 + k) and the 
other, t,+l(kp”) = X’(k) for all 1 < k < p (because t,+l = t,/Z”(1)?,,RA”(2) . . . P(p - l)tL 
(where t; = t, or t,“) and IF,“/ = ) t,( = p” - 1). 
Now, let r # kp”. Write r = mp” + a where 0 < m < p and 1 < tx < p”; then 
ldmp”+cr<p”+‘withp”+‘-l=lt,,+,J. 
So, we must prove that 
T(mp” + a) = t,(a) 
if m even, 
_ 
t,R(cc) otherwise. 
For, write a = p”(pj + k). Hence, 0 d s < m and mp” + a = p”(pi + k) with 
i = mpnes-l +j. 
- Let m be even. Since i and j have the same parity, T(mp” + a) = T(U) and 
7’(a) = t,(a) by the induction hypothesis. 
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- Let m be odd. Using Fact, we easily prove that: 
for p even, ?,,” = t,_iAnP’(p - l)t,lR >_“-‘(i)t,,” and 
for p odd. f,,” =tn_lRjbn-l(p - l)t_i A”-‘(i)?,,“. 
It follows that ?,,R(kp”-‘) = d”-‘(p) and T(mp” + x) = T(p”-‘(pm + k)) = 
iunP’(p - k), since m is odd. Thus, if x = kp”-‘, we have T(mp” + r) = TnR@). 
But if r # kp"- ‘, we consider two cases: 
~ if p is even, we have: on the one hand, t,“(a) = t,(u) and T(x) = T(mp” + x) (since 
i and j have the same parity), and the other, using the induction hypothesis, 
t*(M) = T(r). 
Thus we have: T(mp” + cc) = t,“(x). 
~ if p is odd, then i and j differ in parity. So, 
T(mp” + s() = 
A”(k) if j is odd, 
- 
/z”(p - k) otherwise, 
and from the induction hypothesis, t,“(a) = T(p” - x). 
Since p” + 2 = p”(pp + p - k) where Jo = pn-‘-’ - j - 1 has the same parity as 
,j (because p odd implies p”-“-’ - 1 even), we have 
T(p” - LY) = 
j.“(p - k) if j is even, 
i.“(k) otherwise. 
and 
t,R(Cc) = 
i.“(p - k) if j is even, 
otherwise. 
Finally, we have proved that, in every case, T(mp” + ‘x) = t,+ 1(x). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Condition 1 is easily deduced from the two technical lemmas. 
Lemma 4. For all n > 1, we have t,, 1 = hp(t,)t; where 
t; = 
- R if p is even, t1 
t1 otherwise, 
and tnflR = h,(t,R)t,R. 
Proof. This is shown by induction on n, for p even and for p odd. 
0 Letn=l. 
- If p = 2m, then tl = 12 2m - 1, t2 = tllL(l)?rR . . tli(2m - l)?,,R and h,,,(t,) = 
t,41)~iRA(2) tlL(2m - 1); it follows that: t2 = hlm(tl)FIR. 
In the same way, we have: tlR = 2m - 1 . . . Zi, tzR = tlR(2m)l)tlR tlA(T)tlR 
~- ___ 
and h2,,,(tlR) = tli(2m - l)tlRi(2m - 2) . . t,i(i); 
it follows that: &” = hZm(TIR)TIR. 
~ If p = 2m + 1, then tl = 12 . ..2m. tz = tl,I(l)?lR . . . tlRI.(2m)tl and h,,+,(t,) = 
t,A(l)?IRA(2) . TIR1(2m); it follows that: t2 = h2m+l(tl)tl. 
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In the same way, we have: Fi” = % . . . zi, &” = ?lRlb(2m)tl . . tll(i)TIR and 
h2m+l(F1R) = F1RA(2m)t1A(2m - 1) . . . tiA(i); it follows that: &” = h,,+,(EiR)?rR. 
l Suppose that 
t = L&-lPIR~ 
II 
h 2m+1@n-al; and CR = hp(GR)?i for some n > 2. 
_ If p = 2m, we successively have: 
t n+l = t,?(l)TnR . t,/Z”(2m - l)t,“, 
= h,,(t,_,)t,R/l”(l)h,,(t,_R)?iR . . . h2m(t._1)?1RA”(2m - l)h2,(t,-1R)tlR. 
Since n > 2 and 1 <Y < 2m, we have an-‘(r) 2 p and FiRP(r) = yi”L(A’-i(r)) = 
h2,J;ln-l(r)); it follows that 
t - h2,(tn_J’(l)tn_lR . . . t,_,P(2m - l)t,-l”):i” n+1- 
= hz,(t,)tlR. 
In the same way, we successively have: 
-R - t,xy2m)l)t,R . . . t,qi)t,R t n+1 - 
= h2&_ i)?iRP(2m - l)h,,(t,_,R)?lR h&n_ ,)t,RL"(i)h,,(t,_,R)t,R 
= h,,(t,_,i”(2m - l)t,_lR . . . t,-l~(ij~R)?lR 
= h,,(t,R)&R. 
_ If p = 2m + 1, we successively have 
t II + 1 = t, I!( l)t,R . . . t,“P(2m)t, ) 
= h2m+l(tn-l)tl~(l)hz,+l(tn-1R)tlR . . . hzm+l(tn-lR)tlR 
x J.“(2mh,+ l(tn-dtr . 
Since 
h 
zm+l(An_l(r)) = ?W-l(r)) if y is odd, 
tlRA(,l’-‘(r)) otherwise, 
it follows that 
t - h2m(tn_lY(l)tn_1R . . . t,Rl”(2m)t,-l)tl n+1- 
= bm+ l(tn)tl. 
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In the same way, we successively have 
-R = t,Rxy2m)t, . . . t,nn(T)t,R t n+1 
= h Zm+l(tn_lR)tlRjtn(2m)h2m+l(tn-l)fl . hzm+l(tn-l)t,A’Yi) 
h - Zm+l(LIR)tlR 
= h - 2m+l(fn-1R/Zn(2m)t,.., . . . t,~l~~~(i)t,_,R)t,R 
= h 2m+ I(LR)i;R. 0 
Lemma 5. For nil n 3 1 we have hi(l) = t,,1.“(1). 
Proof. By induction on n, for p even and p odd, using Lemma 4, we have 
- If p = 2m, then h,,(l) = tlA(l). Suppose that h”,,(l) = t,),“(l) for y1 > 2. We then 
have h”,:‘(l) = h2,,,(tnAn(l)) = h,,(t,)h,,(l”(l)) = h2,(t,)?1R~V(A”(1)) since An(l) is 
odd and A*(l) 3 p. It follows that: h”,~‘(l) = ~,,+~A~+l(l). 
~ If p = 2m + 1, then h,,+,(l) = tli(l). Suppose that h;m+l(l) = t,A”(l) for n > 2. 
We then have h;iil(l) = h,,+,(t,J’(l)) = h2m+1(tn)h2m+1 G”(1)) = hzm+ ~(~,)~~4j~“(l)) 
since i,“(l) is odd. It follows that h”,::,(l) = b,+lA”+‘(l). 0 
Proof of Condition 1 of Theorem 1. Evidently, we successively have 
h;(l) = lim,,, h:(l) = lim,,, t,ii”(l) = lim,,, t, = TP. 0 
In the sequel, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. Let TP = (T(r)),.,. Zf T(r + u) = T(r) for a given integer r > 0, then 
x = 2mpS+l, where m E N and where s is determined by the expansion in base p of 
r = p’(pj + k) with 1 d k < p and j E N. 
Proof. Suppose c( = p’(p/3 + y) with 1 < 7 < p, /3 E N. 
Then 
r + x = 
I 
p”(pj + k + PB + Y) if v = s, 
p”(p”-“(pj + k) + p/I + y) if v < s, 
p”(pj + k + p”-“(p/I + 7)) if v > s. 
Thus, there exist ,u, i E N and 1 < K < p, such that 
r + x = 
: 
~‘+~(pp + K) if v = s, 
p”(p~ + y) if v < s, 
P”(PP + k)) if 1’ > s. 
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Using Definition 3, the equation T(r + a) = T(r) implies 
for v = s 
if (p odd, j even), 
A’(p - k) if (,u,j) odd; 
for v < s 
if (p odd, j even), 
for v > s 
if (p even, j odd), 
if (p odd, j even), 
But C nC = 0 implies that the cases where ,u and j differ in parity are impossible. So, 
we consider the other cases: 
- If v = s, then As”(~) = k: + (s + i)(p - 1) = A”(k) = k + s(p - 1) implies 
.- 
~+i(p-l)=k(*) and ;i’+‘(p - k) = p - K + (s + i)(p - 1) = As(p - k) = 
p - k + s(p - 1) implies K + i(p - 1) = E(**). 
Ifk+y~p,then~=k+yandi=O.Hence,(*)impliesy=Oand(s+)implies 
7 = 0, and th is is impossible since y > 0 by hypothesis. 
If k + y 2 p, then i > 0. Hence, (*) implies k - K. = i(p - 1) > p and (**) implies 
-- 
k - K = i(p - 1) > p, and this is impossible because 1 < k < p and 1 < M < p by 
hypothesis. 
_ If v < s, then A”(y) = y + v(p - 1) = As(k) = k + s(p - 1) implies y - k = 
(s - v)(p - 1) and l”(p - y) = p - y + v(p - 1) = ns(p - k) = p - k + s(p - 1) 
implies k - y = (s - v)(p - 1); thus k - y = (s - v)(p - 1). 
So, we have ) y - k( > p (since v < s), and this is impossible because 1 < k < p and 
1 < y < p by hypothesis. 
- Thus, we have v 2 s. But p”(pj + k) + p”(pp + y) = p’[p(j + p”-“-l(pfi + y)) + k] = 
p’(pp + k) with ,u = j + pvPsP 1 (pot y). Since p and j have the same parity, hence 
p - j is even and also p'-"-'(pfl + y) for all p. It follows that (v = s + 1, p = 0 and 
y even) i.e., 01 = 2mpsfi with m E N. [7 
Proof of Proposition 3. If Tp = (T(r)), B 1 is ultimately periodic then there exist 
a unique integer CI > 0 and an integer N > 0 such that T(r + a) = T(r) for all r > N. 
Thus, in particular, the last equality is true for r = p”’ ‘k (where 1 < k < p). Using 
Lemma6,wehavea=2mp”~1withm~N,hencer+cr=p”fi(pxO+k+2m).But 
T(r + a) = As”(k + 2~) = T(r) = P+ l(k) implies (m = 0 and a = 0) and this is a con- 
tradiction. lJ 
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Condition 2 of theorem 1 can be deduced from a well-known result of Cobham 
[12]: 
Let x he un automatic sequence and p, q he multiplicutiaely independent positice 
integers (i.e., such that p”q” = 1 ,for integers 2, v implies x = v = 0). Then x is hotk 
p-automatic and q-uutomatic if and only if x is ultimatel~~ periodic. 
However, in order to make the present paper self-contained, we directly show that 
the p’-Toeplitz word is p”“’ -morphic of base hiV where n 3 0 but it cannot be 
p”-morphic with n < v. In particular. if p is not a power of another integer. the 
p’-Toeplitz word is not p-morphic of base h,. 
Proof of Condition 2 of Theorem 1. Let K an integer K > 2. If TP is rc-morphic of base 
k,, then h,(T,,) = k,(lim,,, h:(l)) = lim,,, k”,+ ’ (1) = kz( I) = TP. Thus, there exists 
v > 0 such that T(r + X) = T(r) with a = 2mp”+’ if r = p”(pj + k), 1 < k < p and since 
k, is a morphism, we also have k,(T(r)) = k,(T(r + x)). 
Now we consider the following scheme with I k,(r)1 = K 3 2 for all r > 0. 
index of Tp 1 
n 
r 
a 
I 
\ \ 
\ 1 \ 
I \ , 
first block 
of length K 
rib block 
of length K 
We see that k,(T,) = TP implies k,(T(r)) = (T(K(T - 1) + i))I <i<K. Thus 
T(K(r - 1) + i) = T(lc(r + 2 - 1) + i) for 1 < i < K implies, using Lemma 6 “S(K is an 
even multiple of pV+ l” (*) where 1: is determined by the expansion in base p: 
K(r - 1) + i = p”(pp + 7) with 1 < ;’ < p and p E N. Since :! = Zmp”+‘, the above 
assertion ( * ) is verified if K = pvPs. Since K is an integer such that K > 2, then (1, - s) is 
an integer such that L’ - s > 0. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4. If w is p-automatic then (,j& a0 = ((w( p”k)), sk <Js 3 o must 
be ultimately periodic (see [l, 111). Conversely, let &,,,, . ,fb,+ 1 (,f,,i . ,fp, i+r_ l)“’ 
with i, z > 0 an ultimately periodic sequence. Hence, the set of all subsequences 
(.f,,s = (w(p”k)), a<p)s.o is finite and it is well known that in this case (see [ 13]), the 
sequence w is p-automatic. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 2. 
(1) - Ifr d (i + 7 - l)(p - I), then h,,i,,op(r) = h,,i,r(r) = hp(r) = poh,(r) (the last 
equality holds because h,(P(k)) = Lr F+ ‘(k) with 1 < k < p and s < i + 7). 
- If r = A’+‘-‘(k), 1 d k < p, using the definition of p (Definition 9, we have 
hp,i,r”p(/Zi+*-l (k)) = hp,i,rOp(Ai+‘-l (k)) = tin’(k) and p 0 h,(li+‘-l(k)) = p(t; l”‘(k)) = 
t; P(k). 
- If r B n”‘(l), write Y = PfKz(k) with i < s < i + z, K > 0 and 1 < k < p. 
Then 
hp,i,r” P(Y) = hp,i,r(n”(k)) = 
h,(P(k)) if s < i + z - 1, 
t; A’(k) if s=i+z-1, 
and since p(A”+“‘(k) = F(k), using K times the relation: p(r) = p(r - 7(p - I)), we have 
p”&,(r) = p(t;/l”+‘+“‘(k)) = 
tins”(k) = h,(;l”(k)) if s < i + z - 1, 
t; A’(k) ifs=i+z-1. 
So, in every case, we have h,, i, f 0 p(r) = p 0 h,(r). 
(2) This relation will be shown by induction on n. We have h,&l) = h,(l) = 
trI(l) = po h,(l) for all i, z > 0, since i + 7 - 1 >, 1. Suppose that h”,,i,r(l) = po h”,(l) 
for n > 2. We then have 
h;:,‘,(l) = h,,i,,oPoh;(l) =Poh,oh%(l) =poh:‘“(l). 
(3) This relation is an immediate consequence of the above result. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Using the above result, the first part is clear: for every integers 
i, z > 0, we have up, i, r [ p( Tp)] = gp, i, T [ha”, i,r( 1)] i.e., the p-paperfolding sequence 
a,,i,r[p(T’)] associated with fp,i,r is p-automatic (because hp,i,r is a morphism p- 
uniform and expansive on letter 1 since h, is, and CJ~,~,~ is a literal morphism since 
as is). 
The converse is deduced from the following arguments: 
- a p-paperfolding sequence is p-automatic if and only if its associated sequence of 
p-unfolding instructions is ultimately periodic; 
_ each pair of integers i, z > 0 determines one ultimately periodic sequence fp,i,t. 
Thus we obtain all ultimately periodic sequences if we consider every pair (i, r); 
_ two different sequences fp,i,c give two different p-uniform tag systems 
Ji,r(fp,i,rJ 0 
6. Conclusion 
This paper gives an answer to a question of Allouche [3] who asked whether the 
2-paperfolding tag systems for 2-paperfolding sequences which we have described in 
[7] can be extended to the case of p-paperfolding sequences with p 3 3. After giving 
a general definition of p-paperfolding sequences for p 2 2, we have shown that this 
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generalization is possible if one distinguishes between two cases: p even and p odd. 
The very simple form of these tag systems allow us to implement an algorithm to 
generate the associated p-dragon curves. It would be interesting to know the geomet- 
rical properties of these curves. 
It is clear that all the p-automatic p-paperfolding sequences are p’-automatic for all 
integers v > 0 and some p”-paperfolding sequences are p-automatic, but the question 
arises as to whether a p-paperfolding sequence can be k--automatic with h- # p”? 
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